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Abstrac.t: This. pape-r seeks to examine the air quality at different roadside conditions bv
conducting series of environmental surveys along mijor thoroughfares in Metro-Manild.
surveys_ lnclude slmultaneous measurement of criteria pollutants and basic traffic and
meteorological .parameters.-A.^non-lin-ear parameter estiriration model was generated io
calculate for carbon monoxide (CO) and suspended particulate matter (SPM) leve"ls. Usins the
models, poJlutant. concentrations 'at different traffic flow and wind spe,6O conditioni aii
evaluated. Diurnal and seasonal variations were also analyzed usine fielit measuremenfu and
additional secondary data. Critical conditions given difrerent trifEc, wind and i"-porA
variation scenarios were further- identiFed through the conduct of sensitivity and fluctu'ation
analyses. Bas.ed on,the results, the study r.{er1tifie! the factors contributing tdthe afu pofit[n
problem and tbrmulates appropriate air pollution abatement strategies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Motor vehicle emissions affect millions of road users, pedestrians and Dassenpers everv
working day. Being at the roadside environment, these DeoDle are expo'sed to" relativeli
undiluted concentration of vehicular emissions. People inside diveUins uniis and work olaci-'s
located near major road sections, particularly those without adequatE enclosure are, til.*l.i
suft'ering the same fate. In Metro Manil4 the jeepney drivers, bus drivers, traffic policemen and
aides, and public transport commuters are the pcjpullation segments most widelv 6xoosed to ttri
harmful effects of air pollution. Among them, ihe ieepnef drivers numberin! ahost 70.000
have the highest exposure (ADB, 1992). An epiilerilol-oeical studv reveafed that ieeonev
drivers have significahtly higher prevalenie of chronic respira-tory symdtoms such as *tieehnd.
shortness o-f- breath, chronic. cough and phlegm productioir;'have higher incidence 5i
respiratory illnes_ses such as chronic obstruciive pulnionary disease, puhSnary tuberculosis,
and pulmonary-illnessel: and, have much higher dxposure [o carbon monoxide'and lead thari
commuters (Subida, 1991).

Further, the current population of approximately 9.4 million in Metro Manila has started to
severely strain its existing urban_infrastructure dnd ecology. Tratfc congestion in particular
worsened lhe air pollution problem causing enormous i6cial weltare ari'd economic losses.
Typically these economic consequences are measured in terms of monetarv values assisned to
mortality efl'ects; costs of reducihg morbiditr reductions in the value of adricultural crSos and
vegetation: costs of reducing soiiing and material damases: and loss iri orooertv. Amonn
dgveloped_countries,-the estimated cdst of air pollution rai'ges from 0.03% io 6.gZ% of Grosi
National Product (OECD, 1994). The current losses arE expected to increase as vehicle
registration marks an average.annual increase ol 8.667o trom 1986 to 1995 outpacing the2.2Vo
annual increase in road capacity due to road construction and improvement tbrihe slme period.
A study conducted by theAsidn Development Bank in 1992 lbiecasted that assuming tfrere is
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no implementation of additional control measures on vehicular emission, pollution load tiom
vehicli:s in 1990 will at least double by the year 2005.

In this crisis, it is important that transportation planners and environmental analysts should
work together in providing mobility and at the same time improving air quality (Wayson, 1992).
Howeve-i, the staius of knowledge dEmonstrates the inability of the current system to bridge
the sap between local transpoitation and air quality issues. This paper is among the
fundimental etlbrts geared towards better understanding o[ the air pollution problems in
relation to transportation.

2. THESTUDY

The study utilizes essential air quality research methodologies such as monitoring, evaluation
of measuiements and trends, lltictua[ion analysis, empirical modeling. sensitivity analysis and
control strategy formulation. Specifically, the study involves the lollowing objectives:

(L) To assess the air qualitv condition at roadside environmenl relative to the National' ' Ambient Air Qualiti Standards (NAAQS) through actual measurements:
(2) To examine the effects of tratlib llow and wind speed to pollutant concenlration and' 

analvze observed temporal variations;
(3) To i:stimate roadside air pollution levels and identify critical conditions at dift'erent' ' traffic flow scenarios; and
(4) To identiS significant factors contributing to the air pollution problem and tbrmulate' ' 

appropriat-e abltement strategies.

The environmenlal surveys are part of the continuing research of National Center tbr
Transoortation Studies (NCI'S) airired to evaluate conditions at dift'erent roadside environment.
Monitorins in most df tne sites was iointly conducted with the Metro-Manila Urban
Transportition Inteqration Studv (MM-UTIS). The survey includes continuous hourly
monitbring of the ainbient level bf hir pollutants using automatic analyzers mounted on a
research v-an. Concurrently monitored ar-e simple meteolological and traffic flow parameters
such as wind speed and direction, and total traffic volume and road section spot speed. The
classified traflii volume suryey was conducted on-site with the aid of manual counters and
supplemented by continuous video coverage for indoor tralfic count and spot spded processing.
StirttieO thoroulhfares are of different w-idth, number of lanes and distinct range of annual
average daily traffic.

Analysis of the results of the survey includes the comparison of field measurements to the
NAAOS standards for six (6) criteiia pollutants, namely: (a) Suspended Particulate Matter
(SPM): (b) Sulfur Dioxide; Ic) Nitrogeh Dioxide; (d) Ozone; (e) Carbon Monoxide; and (t)
kad.'Uiirig data from one of ihe sites, an empirical model was lbrmulated tbr CO and SPM.
SPM in thif study refers to PMro and both are'interchangeably used in this paper. The models
are used to examine the influence of traffic flow and wind speed to the ambient roadside air
pollution level. The temporal variation of pollutant concentration was also examined using
hdditional secondary datd hom yearlong hourly measurements. A sensitivity analysis was also
conducted to ideritifv the most sisnificant Darameter affecting pollutant concentration.
Combinations of tratEl level and metd6rological conditions that wifi bring about critical levels
of CO and SPM were further determined. In addition, the study made -an assessment of the
ambient air qualitv of the study area, identified air pollution problems and their causles, and
cites workable solutions based 6n the observed conditions and-trends.

3. DATAGATHERING

3.1 Site Selection

Two sets of monitoring surveys sites were selected. The tirst set which consists of six sites of
different road types *11 be rised tbr ambient air quality assessment, while an additional set
consisting of thre-e sites are for the non-linear parameter estimation modeling and analysis. For
such purioses, target road sections should ide-ally be at mid-block o[ at least 200 meters away
tiomh n'earby'inteisection. This will limit the influencing traflic to that o[the immediate roail
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sites, namely EDSA-crame, UP-NCTS and commonwealrh-AlT hre tbr ttrJ paiimiiii
estimation, model validation and,background pollution measyrements,- respectively. The six
assessment sites are represented by thE names o[ the studied thoroushtares as or'esented in
Table 1. The annual avtrage daily-traflic data was secured from Traffic Engine6rine e"ntiiTable 1. The annual average daily-trafllc data was secured from traftC Er
while the minimum and maiimum hourly volumes are based on the results of t
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Figure 1. An ideal survey site layout.
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Figure 2. Monitoring site location map.
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section as road of more than 200 meters trom
the monitoring site technicallv have neslisible
pollution contiibution due lo dispersionl Atop
basic requirements such as the lvailability oi
power supply, an adequate space to
accommodate the cquipment and' relative
security, other requirehents in the site
selection includes a lieavy traltc volume, hee
access ol'public and pro-ximity to the cordon
line as defined in' the MVUftS srudv
(MMUTIS, 1997). The other requirementl
are listed in Figure I as it presents a diagram
showing the characteristicsof an ideal srirvey
site laydut.l

In addition is the consideration of wind
pattern in the selection of the estimation sites
so as to collect the most number of data
wherein wind is generally blowing fiom the
road towards_ the iggeptoi. The thrie selecred

3.2 Air Pollution Measurements

Hourly air pollution monitoring in
the six assessment sites covers- all
the criteria pollutants while onlv
CO, PM,o'and NO* weri:
monitored tbr the three estimation
sites. All pollutants except for lead
were monitored using HORIBA
350 Series automatic- analyzers.
The analyzers feature' an
automated internal calibration and
a computer-based data logging
syslems. Auto calibration ia
programmed at an interval of once
per week and is likewise conducted
at the start of each new setup. The
equipment is capable of measuring
suspended particulate mattei
(PM,o), sulfur oxides, oxides of
nitrogen, ground level ozone and
carbon monoxide. Lead monitorins
on the other hand utilized a hisfi
volume Sampler wherein Eli-er
specimens are brought to the
laboratory lbr lead content analysis.

Table 1. List and description of {no$lorinq.qlaligqs tbr the assessment of air pollution levels.
AADT Min.Vol Max. Vol nema*s

Road Name 
=(]T?). 

(whtr) (yeh/hr) (on wtricteflet)
ant Jeepneys

Quirino Highway 37,762 572 3,009 Al6ng Jeepney'/ Bus Routes
Quezon Avenue (R-7) U,771 1,00S 7,089 Along Ueeirney Ror"rtes
Roxas.Boulevard (R-1) 92,827 1,595 8,098 Mainly private Cars
E. De los Santos Avenue (C-4) 158,226 1,880 1O,O17 Significant Buses
So_yth Super Hiqhwav (n-3) 150,034 1,723 11,S22 Mix Vehicte Fteet _

LlryamthBty

Wt,{,,rr
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Results however are not included, as duration of measurement does not sutfice to be compared
to the averaging time as required in the NAAQS. Figure 2 shows the locations of the both the
assessment ind-estimation monitoring stations relativt to a Metro Manila road map.

3.3 Trallic Surveys

Traffic flow moniloring includes
classified trallic volume count and
spot speed suryeys. Five general
,r'ehicle' classes wlre used 'in the
trafEc volume survey, namely: cars,
utility vehicles, bus-es, trucks and
motorcvcles. Car catesorv includes
oassender and taxi: w-hil6 included
*ittr ttr"e utilitv vehicles are lisht dutv
vehicles, jeepneys, and ligtrt duty
trucks. Trucks also include trailers
while the bus category includes both
conventional buses and mini-buses.
Motorcvcle includes both the
motorcvcles and the tricycles. The
averag,i composition oT vehicle
trelfrC observed along EDSA-Crame
is presented in Figure 3.
Considerations on fuel type assumed
all cars and mo.torcycles to be using

Figure 3. Average composition of tratEc along EDSA

EDSA Aveng. V3hid. Spc.d ior Work Orys

Figure 4. Average vehicle speed of along EDSA

gasoline and all buies and trucks to
5e using di_e;el. _A 45,J7o.gaso_line6e using diesel. A 45.77o gasohne
against 54.3Vo diesel -fl-.qtc5mposition based on vehicle
registration was assumed for utility
vehicles. For the speed survey,
hourly average traflic speed for the
entire direction was determined by
takrns sDot sDeecl samDles lrom the
middle lines wittr ttre issumption that it approximately represents the average speed for the
entire traffic direction. Selection of numbei bf samoles usds a 95.0% confide"nce level and anentire traffic direction. Seleciion of numbei bf samples usds a 95.0% confideice
allowable error of +l- 2kmh criteria. A fixed number of 180 samples per hour

taking spot spe.ed samples from thb

allowable error of +l- 2kmlh criteria. A fixed number of 180 samples per hour per direction
was tbund to safely meet the required minimum number of samples. The paramettr-combined
speed, for both directions was calculated by simply taking the average of the hourly mean
speed. Figure 4 shows the average observed speed for the north and southbound directions as
well as that of the average road section.

3.4 Meteorological Monitoring

Instruments utilized tbr wind measurements include an anemometer and anemoscope raised at
an elevation of 9 meters, ideally high enough to be cleared fiom obstructing structures.
Meteorological observation only covers the monitoring of simple weather parameters like wind
speed and wind direction. Dispersion parameters with respect to the z-axis were not
considered thus simplitying wind into a two-dimensional vector. Wind velocity lower than 0.4
m/s was considered calm. Survey sites were subjected to several location criteria to simpliff
topographical considerations. Hourly measurements o[ wind speed were expressed in m/s while
the most prevalent hourly wind directions is established using the 16 compass points. The
power-law function of height commonly used to estimate the mean wind speed at a certain
elevation was adopted in cases where in an elevation ldjustment is necessary. Data are stored
in the same logging system used in environmental monitoring.

3.5 Secondary Data

Among the secondary data gathered are historical vehicle registration record, fuel prices,
emission lactors and several air poUution measurements. Data hom the monitoring station

EDSACrame A\re. Vehiclc Compodton ior Work Days
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being maintained by the TralAc
Engineering Center was utilized
to establish seasonal variation.
Measurements conducted by the
Department of Environment and
Natural Resources were also
rel'erred to in establishing
environmental trends. Related
studies, environmental laws and
government programs were
likewise reviewed. Among the
major related studies are the
1,992 ADB Study (ADB, 1992),
which established the vehicle

emission tactors tbr Metro Manila as shown in Table 2, and the 1997 World Bank Study,
URBAIR (World Bank, 1997), which proposed some abatement measures and management
strategies for Metro Manila.

Roadside Vehicular Ernissions Measurement a4d Estimation and Air Pollution Abatement ,,ru,"r,., ,Jr"
Metro Manila

Table 2. Emission factors bv vehicle tvoe. (ADB. 1992)
EMISSIONS FACTORS FOR VEHlCLES

(qrams per kilometer)
co HC NOx SULFUH LEAD SPM

ARS 49.5 6.00 2.7 0.01 1 0.073 0.10
GAS UV 60.0 8.00 3.0 0 .0't 4 0.092 0.12
MC 26.0 'I 8.60 o.2 0.004 0.028 2.00
TAXI 't .9 0.65 2.O 0.081 0.000 0.60
JPNY 2.5 0.70 1.4 o.121 0.000 0.90
DUV 2.5 0.70 1.4 0.11s 0.000 0.90
rRUCK 't2.4 3.70 '12.5 o.37 4 0.000 1.s0

4. RESULTS OFAIR POLLUTION MEASUREMENITS

Air pollution monitoring data indicate that suspinded particulate matter (PMr0) is the most
critiial pollutant in Metr-o-Manila. Taft Ave. rec<irds the highest 24-hour avirage concentration
of 285.3 uqlm', exceeding the nationql standard by a factor of 1.9. Hourly concentration was
observed t6 be as high a-s 41 I trrglm'. Two other sites at critical SPM levels w.ere Qgglng
Hishway and Quezoi Avenue ivith maximum 24-hour average of 21.4.3 ltglm' and -152.7
pg/m' ri:spectively. The busiest thoroughfare, EDSA is at near critical with 139.5 pg/m' daily
average.

Another Dollutant observed at critical level is sulfur dioxide (SOz) with measurements at Taft
station eiceedine the Z4-hour air quality standard at a maximum average concentration of
0.076 ppm. Hish SO, concentration alohg Taft can be attributed to high volume of diesel-
ensined'oassen-ser ieepnevs. Jeepney has-the highest SOz emission factor next to truck as

sh6wn inTable2. Critical'level of olone was also-observed in one station, specifically EDSA
exceeding the l-hour standard concentration by a factor of 1.56. Meanwhile, the 8-hour
standard-O: concentration was exceeded by a-factor of 1.97. Ozone (O3) is a secondary
oollutant indirectlv senerated from NO. Wiih the wind prevalently blowing from the NNE
ilarallel to EDSA'oZone detected at the site could have 6een due to NO earlier generated in
the upstream.

None of the survey sites exceeded the CO and NO-z concentration standards. At most, the
hishest averase cohcentration is roughly a factor of 0.2 lower than the ambient air quality
stindard as ii the case of NOz 24-[our average tbr Quezon Avenue. Table 3 presents a

summary of the air pollution monitoring results'

Monitorins results observed in the estimation sites likewise indicates PMro to be the most
critical poi'lutant with all roadside stations registering a maximum 24-hour average-of.about the
150 usTm' ambient standard. The third siIe, which is located away lrom roads inside the
Univir"sitv of the Philippines - Diliman campus, expectedly resulied to significantly low
measurerient.. These medsurements roughly deirict the background concentration o1'pollutants
being transported tiom other areas. A riotable-value is that-oi background hourly NO2 being

results from Assessment Sites and ambient standards.
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the highest among the cstimation sites. Such an unusually high level hints the build up of
secondary pollutants in areas away trom the source. Roadside hourly CO and NO2 are at most
about a faitor of 0.3 of the standard while the respective 8-hour arid 24-hour averages are at
mosl more than a tactor of 0.5. A summary of measurements from the estimation sites is
presented in Table 4.

'able results tiom Estimation Sites and the ambient4. Air qualitv mo the ambient standards.
Pollutant SPM (rrg/m') NO (ppm) NO2 (oom) NOx (wn) CO (opm)

Estimation Station 24-hour 1-hour 24-hour 1-hour 2fihour 1-hour 24-hour 1-hour &hour

EDSA-Camp Crame 149.42 0.403 0.1 87 0.073 0.0408 0.446 0.227 7.8 5.275

3ommmwedtlrAlT 152.92 0.352 0.'150 0 037 0.0?26 0.370 0.1 67 56 2.975

JP-NCTS 78.79 0.123 0.027 0.075 0.0245 0.'145 0.049 2.9 1.388

Standards 150 0.210 0.080 30 I

Table 5. Modelins estimates and the fitness tests
Parameters / lndexes co SPM NOX NO

a B 'I .376 57.502 0.1 04 0.067
t(s3) 8.570 9.781 11.84s 7.137

p-level 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
b B 0.012 0.487 0.487 0.001

t(s3) 1 3.1 00 12.549 12.549 9,092
p-level 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.000

R o.874 0.865 0.860 0.781

The monitoring results are observed to be generally lower than that of the results of previous
observational studies. Like the ADB Study for instance with recorded SPM level of twice the
24-hour standard (ADB,1992). The difference can be attributed to the choice o[the locations
of the monitoring site, as this study selects mid-block sections; the governing seasonal and
local meteorological factors, as monitorhg was conducted during the prevalence of hieh
northeast monsoon winds; and perhaps the difference in the employed method of
measurements.

5. EMPIRICAL MODELING

Formulation of the model structure assumes that pollutant concentration is directly
proportional to traffic volume while inversely proportional to wind velocity. Traffic speed,
being in general (at volulne higher than capacity) inversely proportional to iraffic volurire, is
likewise assumed to be inversely proportional to the pollutant concentration. This convention
is consistent to actual emission as results of previous studies shows that vehicles traveling at
speed lower than 60 km/tr tend to emit a moie polluted exhaust (Hamilton, 1991). Basedon
results of initial statistical analyses, the study adopts the model stru'cture as shown on Equation
1 using monitoring cases wherein wind is generally blowing towards the direction'of the
receptor. The- seco_nd_ term of the gqqqtigll is very similar to the simplified Gaussian dispersion
equation.used by Hictman and Co.lwill (Hickman, 1982), as well as ihe concentration eQuation
adopted by Manins (Manins, 1991).

CO = a+b*(TrfficFlowFunctionlWS) Eq.(1)
wherein CO = CO ltivel in ppm; 4, b = parameter estimates; IyS = wiid'speed in m/s

S_evelqLl possible tralfc flow functions were considered among which include a combination of
classified traffic volume and vehicle emission factors. In this studv. the combined volume-soeed
ratio (C-VSR) was adopted based on its simplicity, applicabiliiy and comparative accu?acy.
among other criteria. C-VSR is defined as the'rati<i befrireen the-total traffii volume in a rodd
section -(both directions combined) and- the corresponding average spot speed. The C-VSR is
similar in unit to trafEc density but different by de'finitiorias the-latter is defined per lane. A
detailed discussion on model lbrmulation is-.presented in the author's graduite research
(Teodoro, 1996) at the College of Engineerihg, University of the Philiipines. parameter
eslimates for CO, SPM, NOx, and NO are generated u-sing the Nonlffnear Estimation

procedure of STATISTICA" a
statistical package by Statsoft,
Incorporated (Statsoft, 1994). A
summary of modeling results is
presented in Table 5.

Modeling arid fitness tests results
as shown in Table 5, generally
depict a set of well-Ettedmodeli.
The t-statistics tbr instance as
indicated by the p-levels denoted
highly significant parameter
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estimates. The conelation coefficients, R, with values ranging from 0.874 to 0.781 for a total
of 55 samples surpasses the critical values of the Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficients of
0.478 for c = 0.005 for even a smaller number of samples. For the intercept, CO generates a
value very close to resuhs of the background measurement as compared to that of the other
models. This can be attributed to CO being primarily emitted from vehicles. As compared to
SPM, background pollution with respect to transport involves all other sources, hence may
significantly vqy frqm one place to another. The empirical models were tested using
measurements along Commonwealth Avenue lelding encouraging results.

6. FLUCTUATIONANALYSIS

6.1 Temporal Fluctuation

Ambient pollutant concentration levels fluctuate over time as rate of emission from sources,
meteorological condition, and other influencing parameters vary. Diurnal fluctuations of
pollution levels in this study are primarily attributed to traffic flow, being the source, and to
wind speed, being a dominant meteorological parameter to trigger dispersion in a tropical
atmosphere. Usually, the most significant factor is emission from the source as characterized
by a typical double-peak diurnal fluctuation of pollutant concentration with peaks coinciding
with that of trafEc flow peak hours. This is followed by wind speed and wind direction.
Similarly, long-term temporal fluctuations are also affected by seasonal traffic variation and
change in climate primarily characterized by the amount of rainfall and the distinct wind
patterns.

6.2 Survey Results

For diurnal fluctuation, survey results identiff three possible occurrences of air pollution peak
hours, namely the morning peak, the afternoon peak and the midnight peak. As shown in
Figure 5, occurrence of the morning peak is observed in all three stations between 7 a.m. to 9
a.m. Another is the afternoon peak as observed in Tafl and EDSA between 4-6 pm. Both
morning and afternoon peaks are primarily trafEc attributed as these coincides with the
respective peak traffic volume. The midnight peak, as shown in EDSA and Quirino curves
ocCurs at 11 p.m. coinciding with the occurience of very low wind speed as shown in Figure 6.
The rhorning and aftemoon peaks similar to that of the Taft Avenue curve character'tze a
typical diurnal fluctuation of pollutant level that is primarily influenced by traffic volume.

lbrty AEEgr SPi, Umd \/.ri.t6

-oDNO-oi----NO

Thr. d tly

Figure 5. Diurnal average variation of SPM.

IbqlyAmg.\Mid $cd

-ooFo?o
----FdN
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Monitoring results in the estimation site EDSA-Crame were characterized by a consistent
double-peak pattern among the primary pollutants as shown in Figures 7 and 8. Also referred
to as semi-diurnal periodicity (two-maxima) fluctuation, the two maxima were likewise
observed to be coinciding with the early morning and early evening traffic peak hours.
Nitrogen dioxide on the other hand, though also showing a double peak trend had its peak
concentration late in the morning (between 11. a.m. to 12 p.m.) as shown in Figure 9. The lag is
attributed to its being a secondary pollutant, as it would take some time for NOz
concentrations to build up from the reaction created by NO and oxygen gas.

6.D
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st Av. md Iu !' Tli. d hy @tu..d h bylm dby

Figure 7. Average diurnal variation of hourly Figure 18. Averase diurnal variation of horrrlv
and maximum PMro at EDSA-Crame station.- an-d maximum CO ar EDSA-Crame staiion-'-'

The fluctuation of wind as shown is in Figure 10 reveals the occurrence of low wind soeedliom l:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., then after a gr-adual rise it is observed peakine b;;;e;3,00;.;:
and 4:0o..p.m., tbllowed by a decreasing-irend which coincides with the Earlv d;;ft-;fiii;.
Mtanwhlle, a trend llne.gcn-erated over a scatler plot of the combined volumi:-speed iatio C-yyt) dala approximated a diurnal flucluation chaiacterized bv a morninc oeak b'etween 7 ,)-
and 9 a.m. and a relatively lower af,ernoon peak which starts at 5 p.m. c"oincidins with the;;a
of work hours. It is worth noting that the g'enerated a.m. peak coincides *lttilo? *in;';;;;;
and that the traffic build up at eaily evening-likewise coincldes with the a.i*irinc *ina .J".A]
therg by rcsulting 

19 hic,h pollutant concen'iration. Based on the observea aluinil"aii'"tli"ri,li
can be concluded that the most likely occurrence of critical pollutant level will coincide with
ll-: i9-ql,j!:d 

1m. and p.m. peak houis. Ho.wever it is s.till poslsible. thar tbr some othir iacroii,
Iow wlnd speed may occur at mid-day resulting to a pollution peak.
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Figure 9. Average diurnal variation ol'hourlv
and maximi.rm NO: at EDSA-Crame station-.

6.3 General Fluctuation Trends

For,e,valuation.purposes, a general tluctuation trend, within a certain period. can hc roushlv
establrshed with respecl to the mean of a standard monitoring duratioh, [ke'8 hours ;;3'rl
hours, using the-observed on the hour average hourly measurdments. For instancc'. ruf.inn t-n.
:r-"^:ljy..?y:13c.? 

drurnSl flucruarion o- [PMro and Co as shown in Figures 7 and g, thc previiling
[:ry.y]thll the,period was established..by^taking each hour's n5rmalized au"ragei."iiiiofi
rrom the mean ot a slandard. duration, Iike 24-hour mgqll!)I p_M1o and maximuri'average g_
hour mean tbr co. The resulting values for the case of EDsA-cr;;e-are'presented in Fifriris
1,1 a1{ 12-.This general averagi diurnar trucruarion trend can Lt;r;tui fii;;fihlr;;:;i";
short duratlon measurements or estimates. say. hourly, to a longer duration stan'daiO. 

"uu 
j47

hour average.standard, ro approximate the'suppo.i,a z+-trou? ,;;: E;;6;il;;";i.ii;.
rormutatlon' lhe'manmum. fouly_measuremenl that will exceed the 24-hodr and S-hour
SPiT,jtt--q:{,l]-:t:ldltd tbr PMro and Co is estimated to ui appi".imri"iy-zs3'.s l,eli"iand, 12.12 ppm respectively.
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Figure 10. Average diurnal variation of hourlv
and minimum wind speed at Crame station.
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Normallzed Hourly SPM Oeviation trom Mean

Figure LL- Normalized.deviation of hourly Figure 1_2. Normalized,deviation of hourly
average SPM tiom the 24-hour mean. average CO from the 16-hour mean.

To further examine longer temporal variation of pollutant concentration, an hourly CO
measurement tbr a span of one year was extracted-for data processing fiom a moniioring
system being operaleil by the Tra-ffic Engineering Center (TEC). The m-onitoring receptor ii
situated in the TEC office tacing Aurora Boulevaid, a major radiil thoroughfare in the h'eart of
Metro _Manila. Using the da?-,- averuge hourly CO cdncentration ratiS with respect to a
particl{ar mean was generated for a.rn and p.m. peaks and off peaks, monsoon pievalence,
and different days in a week and months in a year. Morning peak ii defined to be beiween 7-11
a.m. while that bt the p.m. peak is between S-e p.m. Dqfrime off peak is berween 12-4 p.m.
while the nighttime otl peak is between 10 p.m. to 12'midnight.'es for monsoon, mohths
between December and March is within the northeast monsoon prevalence while months
between June and November is within the southwest monsoon prevalence.

t27
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7. SENSITIVITYANALYSIS

7.1 Conduct of the Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is conducted by first taking the most likely or best guess value
inputs and calculating the output value whicti is taken as a base. Each-input value

Figure 13. Normalized deviation of daily Figure 14. Normalized deviation of monthly
av-erage CO hom the weekly mean. ' ar"erage CO liom the hourly annual mean.

Results indicate thal Wednesday is the day of generally highest CO concentration while that of
lowest day is expectedly Sunday as a result ol lower tiaf6c volume. As to monthly, November
yields the highest CO hourly average while that of the lowest occurs in April. The low
concentration in March can be attributed to a combination of relatively higher wind speed and
a relativelv lower traffic volume due to a lons summer school break. Mean"while. mordins peak
is observed to be on the average slightly higlier than the p.m. peak due to higher traffic v-olume,
while nighttime o11 peak yields higher average CO than that of daytime due to extremely low
wind speed. As for monsoon, CO was observed to be higher during the southwesterly
prevale'nce by a faclor o[ about 1.44 as compared to thal of'during thdprevalence of high
northeasterly winds. Summaries of the daily and monthly average fluctuations are presentedin
Figures 13 and 14.
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altered and the output recalculated, all other inputs remaining at their best guess values. The
ihputs may be altercd to their most plausible high and low bounds or else may be altered by
arbitrary amounts simply to see what'efl'ects they-have. Changes in value is genrirally expresseil
as percEntage deviations tiom the most likely values (Jessop,l990).

Using the models tbr CO and SPM, pollutant concentrations were calculated by varying either
one of the independent parameters, wind speed and C-VSR, in an incremental percent change
while the other remain at their best guess values. Corresponding changes in pollutant
concentration are then compared to the incremental changes in the independent parameter,
expressed as percentage deviations lrom the most likely value. The best guess valuei for trall]c
volume and speed are 10.000 veh,/tr and 40 km/h respectively, yielding a C-VSR value of 250
veh/km road secljon. The values were based on the resulting trequency distribution and mean
of the data gatheied. Wind speed takes the value of 1.2 n/s based on the historical 4}-year
measurement gathered hom a nearest we-ather bureau monitoring station. PMls and'CO
concentration "are calculated at 159 pglm3 and 4.28 ppm, respedtively when independint
parameters are at their best guest values.

Sensitivity curves are generated by plotting the percent change applied to'an independent
variable against the resulting perceril change in CO concentration. The sensitivity curves in
Figure 15 and 16 show that combined volume-speed ralio is more significant than wind speed
at independent parameter values higher than the best guess, while wind speed becomes itore
significant at parameter values lower than the best guess. Wind speed is further observed to
becoming less signilicant as at certain speed, it almost comple[ely disperses pollutants to
concentration close lo the background level. Based on results as presented in [he curves, a
10Vo increase in C-ySR will yield a6.397o increase in PMrg and a-slightly higher increase of
6.797o in CO at a most likely wind speed of 1.2 m/s.
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7.2 Roadside Environment Scenarios

Different roadside environment scenarios were further analyzed by conducting sensitMty using
actual and hypothetical initial input values. In particular,- averale and wor-st case sc6narioi
were generated by using calm and average wind-speed in combili-ation with observed average
and maximum combineil volume speed ratio. The generated sensitivitv curves are then used To
further^identifi^generaled s-cenaribs_that may yielE critical pollution'levels. Critical pollution
levels for PM10 were based on the 24-hour 3tandard while fhat of CO was based on'both the
hourly and the 8-hour average ambient air quality criteria. The possible occurrence of the
critical 24-hour and 8-hour averages was estimated based on the apfiroximate hourly maximum
concentration calculated to yicld critical averages as prescnted in Se'ction 6.3.

Pollution levels tbr the first roadside scenario wcrc gcnerated tbr the most likelv and observed
maximum C-VSR value at varying wind speed. ThI resulting sensitivity curuei tbr PMro and
CO as depicted by two linear-ihvc-rse curvi:s illustratc the influence of rirind speed in poliutant
concentration given the two traltic scenarios. Figures l7 and 18 shows the estimated PMro and
CO concentrations at valy_ilg wind spebd tbr both the observed maximum and best guess C-
YSrR of 560 veh/tm and 250 veh/km,'respectively. The figures further show the occur-rence of
critical pollutant concentrati()n at a particirlar wind speed iange. The occurrence of hieh C-VSR
at normal wind condition rcsults to hourly concentraiion that will potentially yield a ciitical 24-
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hour average level as illustrated in Figure 1i. Meanwhile, a less critical condition of CO
concentration is presented in Figure 18 wherein at normal wind speed, the maximum observed
traflic scenario talls way below the maximum hourly and the houily critical levels. The chance
of a possible occurrence of a critical 8-hour houily maximum l-evel will be as that of the
probable occurrence of a rare extreme low wind speed scenario.
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Figure 17. PMro levels tbr observed average Figure 18. CO levels for observed average and
ant maximum C-VSR at varfng WS. - mI'ximum C-VSR at varying WS.

For calm and most likely wind scenarios, pollutant concentrations were estimated at
incremental change of combined volume-speed ratio so as to examine the influence of trafEc
flow to the pollutanl level. The resulting sensitivity curves for PMro and CO as shown in
Figures 19 and20 are comprised of two linear plots representing the two wind speed scenarios.

Figure 19. PMro levels for calm and most Figure 20. CO levels for calm and most likely
likely wind speed at varying C-VSR. wind speed at varying C-VSR.

In recognition of the variability of wind speed, a rare critical trffic condition was identified to
take into account the possible occurrence of extremely low wind speed levels. The rare critical
C-VSR is defined as the C-VSR value that will result to critical pollutant level during rare
occurrence of extremely low wind speed. The rqre 24-hour critical C-VSR for PMro is
equivalent to 190 veh/krir road section'as shown in Figure 19 while the rare 8-hour and rire-
hourly critical C-ySR tbr CO are 325 veh/krn road sCction and 820 veh/km road section as
shown in Figure 20, iespectively. For normal wind velocity, the 24-hour critical C-VSR for
PMro is calcilated td be 569lrehlkm as shown in Figure 19. The 8-hour critical C-ySR for CO
is 974 veh/km road section as shown in Figure 20 while the hourly critical C-VSR is 2,460
veh/km which corresponds to the C-ySR value when the average wind speed curve in Figure
20 is further extended to reach the 30 ppm hourly critical CO level.

E. CONTRIBUTING FACTORS AND ABATEMENT STRATEGIES

8.1 Factors Contributory to the Air Poltution Pronnm

Investigation of the secondary data., survey results and observed transportation trends indicates
that increasing rate o[ motorization, poor engine-pertbrming vehicle t'leet, and worsening
traflic congestion are among the most significant factors contributing to the air pollution
problem.
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Figure 17. PMro levels tbr observed average
and maximum C-VSR at varying WS.
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Land Transp6rtation Oflice (LTO) registration data lirr 1995 shows a total of 1,055.692

,.niif.i *.i. registered in Mctro-Minila, more than twice the total number of vchicles

r.nirrcr.O a decaZe earlier. This momentous growth can be atlributed to the. governm.qn!'s

ellPort t6 revitalize the automotive industry. Th-is includes various trade liheralization policies
iiiiiit. tor-ution of the ASEAN Industrial Joint Venture (AIJV) which allows the exchange

ol'oroducts/comDonents under a pret'erential taritl schemc. These liberalization policies were
,il.d ,t makins vehiclcs availatile and allbrdable to the greatest number ol- buyers, thus,

i".rufiinn to in fiinual average increase ol 27% in motor vehicle production output between

lSgt ,,ia 1995 (Villoria. 199"6). Further contributing to the air pollution problem are thousands

of provincial-relistered vehiclis that are operaling in the metropolis'

Survev results show that SPM, SO: and ground level O: were ,observed at critical
ior..i,trations. Hieh SPM and SO: levels can bc primarily attributed to diesel engine vehicles.
oarticularlv buses"and ieepneys, as studied thoroughlares are traversed by these public
I;;;.i 'modes. Historical relistration record showi a generally increasing trend in diesel

"nsiri. 
and that these increasEs coincide with a corresponding increase in the dill'erence

biiween sasoline and diesel fuel price. Another aggravaiing lactor is that many vehicles in
Metro Minila aDDear to have deteiiorated, wilh signs oi being poorly maintained. Due to the
ninl 

"ott 
of n6w vehicles and the absence of an eft'ective vehicle phase out policy, the

prfipensity o[ owners to decommission aging and deteriorated vehicles -is very low.
Fur'therm6re, importation o[ second hand busts and engines. particularly diesel engines-used

lbr jeepneys, ah<i contribute to the problem of aging and poor engine perlbrming vehicle lleet.

Currentlv. a maior transportation problem of Metro Manila is the expanding peak period
consesti6n as Lxperienied in mirst of its maior thoroughfares (EMB,1990). This is

char"acterized by l6nger travel time and stalling iehicles in idling mode, thus .resulting to
increase in fuel cons-umption, inetlicient combuttion, and consequently generation o[ more
oollutant emissions. l.oial causes o[ congestion include inadequate transportation facilities

farticularly for public. transport operation as evident in the unruly stopping of passenger buses

lnd jeepneys among the study areas.

E.2 Available Abatement Strategies

There have been numerous measures aimed at controlling motor venicle emissions described in
literature (see e.g., Zegras, et al, 1995; Crawford and- Smith, 1995; Hall, 1995; Michaelis,
1995; Birli and*iras,-1993; Bernstein,lgg3;Faiz, et al, 1990; and, Horowitz, 1982). These
measures may be iiassified into four categories which define the general slrategies foi dealing
with the mot'or vehicle emission problem, ndmely: (a) use of cleaner fuels; (b) use of cleaner
vehicles; (c) improvement of traffic flow; and, (d) reduction of travel demand.

In most developing countries, lead content in gasoline and sulfur content in diesel fuel is much
hisher compardO ,iittr those in developed coun-tries. Hence, dramatic reductions in particulate,
teid and iulfur emissions can be'gained within the existing vehicle technology using
conventional fuels (World Bank, 1996). The use of unleaded gasoline and low-sulfur diesel
can be promoted 'through fiscal policies like difl'erential taxation and imposition of- lax
surcharsis to favor the u-se of cleaner fuel. In addition are tax deductions to ietrofit vehicles
with eriission control devices and imposition o[ stricter emission standards and effective on-
road inspection and maintenance (l/lvl) programs (Faia et al, 1990). A typical approach
employeil in developed countries is the use of alternative fuels.

The use of cleaner vehicles strategy comprises u ,ung. of measures aimed to encourage the use
ol emission reduction devices and to promote less polluting conventional transport such as
electric-oowered rail transit svstems hnd non-motorized travel modes. Also included are
policies'aimed to phase out agirig and deteriorated vehicles and to develop and use electric cars
lnd buses. In the'context olfeieloping countries, the most significant iisues typically involve
the conlinued operation ot' old and dilapidated vehicles, and the lo-cal production and
importation of se-cond-hand trucks and buses. Theretbre, measures aimed at modernizing the
asine vehicle fleet. discouraging the importation and local production o[ substandard vehicles,
aild -arresting the growth Tn inotorcycle usage would significantly reduce motor vehicle
emissions.
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Improvemcnt.ol'tratfic 
!)o.r1.str1tegy includes JVpical tratlic cngineering techniques geared to

maximize utilization o[ existing tran3port supply known as tran;portati6n system manarremenr
(TSIvl). .ln. particu-lar, measureJ to improve traitic tlow in terms oi' increased irur;i ;;;;d:l;;;;;
vehicle idling, and decreased accelerdtions and decelerations maneuvers would s.*'. to iiOu".
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions- Meanwhile, it is now widely believea ttrit tramc
congestion in cities.cannot be solved by simply providing additional tianspbrr.rp".lti,l'f,rr i^fri
demand tbr travel has to be reduc-ed using transpo-rtation demand'manaeemeni ffour
measures. In Metro-Manila. there have been very limited applications of fOHA mearu.iil
Many measures have been considered in the past but only th6'truck ban and private vehicle
tratlic restriction..known as the Odd-Even Scheme, have b6en vigorously impleniented. Taxes,
license t'ees, toll l'ees, p3rking lees, and.the likes are currently irilposed6ut inainly foi revenui
generation rather than tbr travel demand management.

8.3 Abatement Strategies for Metro-Manila

Lessons PaI b9. learned liom the experiences of developed countries over the past couple of
decades in dealing-with urban vehiCular pollution pro6lems. Among the various straieeiei
ldentrbed ln the earller section, the most appropriate lor Metro-Manila-include TDM and TSM
measures, along with pricing and other policiei in tavor of cleaner fuelr and vehicles. In mosi
situations, TDM and TSM measures will mitigate the air pollution problem bv alleviatins road
traffic congestion, which is a_nother major pr-oblem in thb metropolis. Mean'while, thg "uJe ;i
cleaner.fuels can be promoted by fuel_tdxation favoring the use of unleaded gasoliire and low-
sulfur diesel. Increasing the coit of fuel in general riill likewise reduce cai usage and even
lncrease government revenue.

Focusing on policies lhat serve lo hasten the phasing-out of old vehicles can best do the
promotion of cleaner vehicles. This is in additio-n to setting emission standards and
implementing motor vehicle inspeclion and maintenance schemes wfi-ich are deemed insufllcient
considering that a large proporfion of the vehicle population are gross polluters. With the hish
cost o[ acquiring new vehicles, the propensity-to- hold on to-asind vehicles is also hisi.
thereflore, it is necessary to raise the cost bf keepine an aqing vehiEle-to a level thal is his[ei
than the price o[ acquiring a new replacement vdhic-ie. This ;itl result to a newer fleet an-d at
the same time contribute to the car industry. Pret'erential tax schemes so as to promote cleaner
vehicles as well as the use of emission reducing instruments is likewise recorirmended. Other
occasional anti-air pollution campaigns drives wJll both educate the public and encouraqe them
to participate. in the tight. against air pollution. Regular campaigns can be scheduleii in the
loenlrned crrtrcal alr pollutlon penods.

A critical step in addressing the serious vehicular pollution problem in Metro-Manila is to
strengthen the institutional aspects of urban environmenta-l quality management at the
metropolitan level. These aspeits include the integration of transiortaiion anfenvironmental
plans 

-and 
policies; the enhancement o[ vertical aid horizontal cbordination amons relevani

agencies;.-the .develo_pment of local manpower capability tbr environmental managerient; and,
the mobilization of- the privat-e sector. The foimulafion of policies and plani related to
transportation and vehicular pollution for instance should not b'e done separdtely. To enable
joint - planning for transporiation and air quality, there is a need io enliance mutual
understanding and communication among trans-portalion and environmental planners.

In line with the effort to devolve several functions from the national to the local government,
there is a need to develop training programs on transDortation and environmC-ntal oualitv
management specifically geared towlrds blilding the capabilities of local personnel. The role ot
the private sector (i.e., individual citizens, buJiness c,5mmunity and cohstituencv grouDs) in
environmental management is also very significant. Being ihemselves road'uIers,'their
participation in organized endeavors provris tobe crucial.

9. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Results o1 the air p_ollution monitoring activity conducted along maior thoroughtares in Metro-
Manila identified'suspended Particu'late Matters (SPM) as Ihe most critic'al pollutant in a
typical roadside environmenl in the metropolis. Miasurement shows that SPM'levels in four
siies exceeded the 24-hour National Ambi'ent Air Quality Standard value of 150 pglm3 by at
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most a t'actor o[ 1.9 along Tatl Avenue. Two other.sites along.EDSA.were observed to be at

;;;;;.;-;;itiiil tevets aT tgg.s andl49.42 pglm'. Other ambicnt air quality standards.that

weie exceeded include the 24-hour SOz levels and both the l-hour ancl 6-hour ground .level

"^r.Gt.ri". fiioiouehfu.es with incidEnt of pollution levels exceeding the national standards

;;[^;;;i;;r.A Uv-rrlrtiu.ly lower wind speeil and are all traversed by public transPort routes

f,irtiril'ttr"itri.t inA i..pndvs are among the major sources qf [gh levels ot emissions. Most
i,r.L.'"na-iiirn."r aie iocittv assemblEd using secondhand diesel engines imported ftom
;;;;i";;d ior'r,tli'.r like Japanl Based on the res-itlts, it can be tairly generalized that sections

"i " 
i"[:"i iti"-rgt t*. widhin a densely built up.vicinity (low.wind sqeed) and plied by public

transpoit routes aie most likely to expeiience critical air pollution Ievels.

General factors that are found contributory to the air poll,ution includes the increasing

-oi"iirrti""-t*nA. poor engine performanc[: of the vehicle t]eet and the worsening traffic
."r"irti"". e re1rieri of auiiluUl'e abatement strategies identified various measures_ge_ared

i;;A;aJi-[. uie o[ cleaner fuels; the use of cleaner vEhicles; the improvement.o[ tralfic flow;
ira, tt" i"arction of travel demand.-Ar9lg- the i{e{ified strategies, what -is deemed

^""1""ii^t. tbr Metro-Manila are the various TDM and TSM measures and a set of regulatory
;i[-H;-"t r.tlcies aimeO towards the promotion of cleaner fue] and cleaner vehicles. Fiscal
n"ii"i". rairse from an arrav of appr<ipriate fuel and car taxes. Occasional campaigns are

ti61ryG ciie? to educate and'encouidge ihe public to actively participate in government effo.rts.

Moreover, the study recommends institutional strengthemng.almed,.at enhancrng woilong
i"lriionsSip bet*..n'transport and environmental agencies and coordinating their respective
olans and iroerams. Furthtir training of the existing manpower and pool of experts partlcularly
inat of thd toc-"at government's relatdd agencies.a-s well as o.lganizing and tapping the potentials
of lhe private seilor, particularly the stake holders as well as the concerned civil society are
likewisl recommended.

10. CONCLUSION

Emoirical models were also developed to estimate roadside concentration of SPM, CO, NOx
ana NO. The model is a function of a wind speed and a tratEc flow parameter, C-VSR, which
reDresents the ratio of the combined tratfic-volume for both direction and the average spot
so'eed. The models are deemed useful in traffic impact assessment and other transport planning
abofications. Findines of the sensitivity analysis primarily identifu the traffic flow parameter as

tfii most sienificantTactor inlluencing-pollutant ioncentiation. This is followed by wind speed,
which occaiionally becomes even m6r'e significant at very low wind speed levels. Fluctuation
analysis identifies ihe oc"urrence of critical-pollutant leveli to be coinciiling most probably with
the 'morning peak and then lbllowed by the afternoon peak. Based on historical CO
measuremenis,'the month of highest CO level occurs on November during the prevalence of
the southwest monsoon and obslrved to be the lowest in April during the long school summer
vacation. Pollution level is further observed to be generally lower during the prevalence of
strong northeasterly monsoon winds.

Using the models, combinations of wind speed and C_VSR, which might yield critical levels of
SPM*and CO, were iilentified. Critical sc-enarios for24-hour SPM average concentration tbr
instance were identified to be at hourly wind speed lower than 1,.2 mls for high C-VSR
scenario and at wind speed o[ about 0.5 m/s or lo*er lbr an.average GVSR scenario. That 8-
hour CO average is at wind speed lower than 0.7 m/s and 0.4 m/s for h!g! and average q-yqB
respectively. Average and hieh C-VSR are based on the average and the maximum C-VSR
obierved &om the"survey ai values 250 and 560 veh/km rold section respectively. The
minimum critical traffic flow scenario for SPM ranges from the 190 veh/km road section at
extremely calm winds of 0.4 m/s and the hourly C-VSR of 569 veh,/km road section at average
wind spe'ed of 1.2 m/s. Those of the 8-hour CO average are 325 and 974 veh/km road sectiSn
resoeciivelv. These resull shows that SPM is alrea{y at near critical at normal wind and
realistic triffic scenarios and is most likely to exceed tlie 24-hour standards during occurrence
of low wind soeed or hisher C-VSR. Results for CO indicates occasional occurrence oI the
critical 8-hour'averag" airar" instances o[ very calm winds. It should be noted however that
high C-VSR is easilylenerated at very slow traifc speed.

Rene Val R. TEODORO. Ricardo G' SICUA and Yoshitsugu HAYASHI
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